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Pokemon team galactic commanders

From Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokémon encyclopedia. A Commander (Japanese: ギぶ Team Galactic Executive) is a type of Pokémon Trainer that debuted in the Generation IV games. There are both male and female commanders. The title has only specifically referred to three characters:



Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. They are the sub-conductors of Team Galactic under Cyrus. They generally have stronger Pokémon than the grunts they command and can only be fought on certain occasions. Another commander of Team Galactic, Charon, was revealed in Pokémon Platinum, although he is
never fought in the game. In the Pokémon Adventures manga there is also another Commander named Sird, who was previously a member of The Three Beasts of Team Rocket before it was revealed that she had been commander of Team Galactic all along. Appearance Saturn's sprite fromDiamond,
Pearl, and Platinum Mars's sprite fromDiamond, Pearl, Pearl, and Platinum Mars's sprite sprite fromDiamond, Pearl, and Jupiter's overworld sprite fromDiamond, Pearl, and Platinum Charon's overworld sprite from Platinum Trainer list Pokémon Diamond and Pearl Trainer name Battle Winnings Pokémon
Commander Saturn First fight 296 Lv.35 Lv.35 Lv.37 ------- ------- ------- Second Stroke 3200 Lv.38 Lv.38 Lv.48 Lv.40 Lv.40 ------- ------- ------- Commander Mars First Battle 1280 Lv.14 Lv.16 ------- ------- ------- ------- Second stroke 3120 Lv.37 Lv.37 Lv.37 Lv.39 ------- ------- ------- Third stroke 3640 Lv.41
Lv.42 Lv.45 ------- ------- ------- Commander Jupiter First battle 1600 Lv.18 Lv.20 ------- ------- ------- ------- Second Battle 3640 Lv.41 Lv.41 Lv.41 Lv.46 ------- ------- ------- Pokémon Platinum Trainer name Battle Winnings Pokémon Commander Saturn Initial battle 3200 Lv.38 Lv.38 Lv.40 ------- ------- -------
Second battle 3520 Lv.42 Lv.42 Lv.44 ------- ------- ------- Commander Mars Initial battle 1360 Lv.15 Lv.17 ------- ------- ------- ------- Second battle 3120 Lv.38 Lv.38 Lv.38 Lv.Lv.17 40 ------- ------- ------- Third Stroke 368 0 Lv.44 Lv.44 Lv.46 ------- ------- ------- Fourth Stroke 4800 Lv.58 Lv.58 Lv.60 ------- ------
- ------- Commander Jupiter First Stroke 1840 Lv.21 Lv.23 ------- ------- ------- ------- Second battle 3680 Lv.44 Lv.44 Lv.46 Lv.46 ------- ------- ------- Third battle 4800 Lv.58 Lv.58 Lv.60 ------- ------- ------- In anime Saturn first appeared in a short cameo in A Secret Sphere of Influence!. Later he performed
fully in Journey to the Unown!, where he received the Spear Key from the Consolation Ruins; and Losing Its Lustrous!, where he was able to steal the Adamant Orb. Mars debuted in Losing Its Lustrous!, while Jupiter debuted the next installment. Both, along with other members of Team Galactic, stole
Lustrous Orb of the Celestic Town Historical Research Center, completing the couple they needed. All three of them later appeared in Steeling Peace of Mind! and saving the world from ruins! where Mars tried to help locate the Spear Pillar using the ruins on Iron Island, but its mission brought Ash and his
friends to the island. Eventually, Mars was forced to abandon its original mission of scanning Mt. Coronet for the location of the Spear Pillar, and switched its goal to destroying Iron Island. However, they failed to complete her mission due to Riley and his Lucario using their aura to get rid of the explosion
of bombs that the Galactic Grunts had placed in Iron Island. Charon made his debut as a cameo in Saving the World From Ruins!, but he later appeared in Gateway to Ruin! where, along with Saturn, he was excavating Mt. Coronet to find the entrance to the Spear Pillar. However, the ruins they found
were not what they were looking for and they went to retreat. In The Needs of the Three!, with J's help, the three were able to get Mesprit, Asel and Uxie, allowing the team to take control of them. This allows them to call Dialga and Palkia. However, they were later arrested after Cyrus disappeared, while
Charon was nowhere to be seen. In the manga This section is incomplete. Feel free to edit this section to add missing information and complete it. Reason: The commanders in other manga, especially Diamond and Pearl Adventure!. In the Pokémon Adventures manga The commanders in Pokémon
Adventures Diamond &amp; Pearl chapter Mars made her first appearance in Belligerent Bronzor, where she attacked the Valley Windworks in an attempt to steal its energy. She fought Diamond, Pearl and Platinum and managed to escape with the energy and a windmill she later used for transport.
Much later she was assigned to catch Mesprit at Lake Verity and ran into Diamond there. She managed to catch Mesprit and assumed that Diamond accidentally fell into the lake, but later appeared to hide in the airship that mesprit had captured. Saturn makes his first appearance in Passing Probopass
and maneuvering around Magnezone, where he plans on capturing Platinum to get ransom. He fights Platinum's bodyguards, Paka and Uji, in the Lost Tower and is defeated, to his anger and humiliation. Much later, at Lake Valor, Saturn is assigned to capture Aselsel and meet Pearl there trying to
protect it. Saturn defeats Pearl and successfully conquers the Willpower Pokémon. Jupiter appears much later than the other two in Stopping Sableye where she is assigned to capture the Knowledge Pokémon, Uxie. On Lake Acuity she meets Platinum, and the Leaders of Veilstone and Snowpoint,
Maylene and Candice. Jupiter easily defeats the three and manages to catch Uxie. Catch. is the last to appear, first appearing in Besting Buizel I. He is responsible for the creation of the Red Chain. Some time later, in the Spear Pillar, the commanders are seen waiting for their boss, Cyrus, so that he can
begin the ritual that will allow him to create a new world. As Cyrus recalls the legendary Pokémon, Dialga, and Palkia, the Commanders stay behind to fight the invaders – the Gym Leaders of Sinnoh. Each of the commanders fight two Gym Leaders each; Mars takes on Gardenia and Crasher Wake,
Saturn fights Roark and Fantina, and Jupiter battles the revenge seekers Candice and Maylene. Eventually, one by one the commanders fall until there are none left and the Gym Leaders go to Cyrus fight. While Diamond, Pearl, Platinum and Cynthia fight Cyrus at the top of the Spear Pillar, the
Commanders are awakened by Sird, who was previously shown to be a member of the Three Beasts of Team Rocket. Sird introduces herself to Mars and Saturn and reveals what she has done since her last appearance in the Emerald chapter. Soon after, they are attacked by Riley who fights with Sird,
who has followed her with his aura sensing skills. Sird and the Commanders eventually manage to escape with plans of resurfacing sometime soon. After the flight of other commanders, Charon conspires to capture Diamond's Regigigas, but is captured. After Giratina takes the two Legendary Pokémon
and Cyrus to the Distortion World, Charon says goodbye. Platinum chapter Charon is the new leader of Team Galactic after Cyrus's disappearance. Meanwhile, the other commanders are looking for their lost leader. In the Pocket Monsters DP manga only Mars and Charon appear in Pocket Monsters DP,
each making only one appearance. Trivia In Platinum, all gendered Pokémon that Team Galactic Commanders use are female. In other languages of Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokémon encyclopedia. Team Galacticギ団 Ginga-dan Artwork of Galactic Grunts by DP Leader Cyrus, Saturn*
Charon* Region Sinnoh Admins Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Charon, Mitsumi*, Sird* Major targets Valley Windworks, Great Marsh, Lake Verity, Lake Valor, Lake Acuity, Pillar Spear, Stark Mountain Base locations Eterna City, Veilstone City Anime Debut A Secret Secret Sphere Sphere of Influence! Adventure
debut Belligerent Bronzor TCG 47 maps Team Galactic (Japanese: ギ団 Ginga-dan, literally Galaxy Gang) is the rogue team in Sinnoh. Unlike previous rogue teams, their goal is not limited to the Pokémon world, but is the recreation of the entire Pokémon universe. In the games team Galactic appears
only in the Sinnoh game trio of Diamond, Pearl, and Platinum; however, unlike their Generation III from Team Magma and Team Aqua, their impact on the storyline is not affected on which of the primary pair is played until the end (ranging in the Pokémon they although their role does expand in Pokémon
Platinum. Pokémon Diamond and Pearl Team Galactic first appear in Jubilife City, harassing Professor Rowan and his assistant and trying to get them to surrender Rowan's research, with the player returning from Oreburgh City just in time to help. Next up is the player's next meeting with the organization
at the Valley Windworks, where Mars is leading a plan to steal energy for use in their operations. After being defeated in the Valley Windworks, Team Galactic's building in Eterna City remains as a stronghold on the western side of the region, led by Jupiter. The leader of Team Galactic, Cyrus, is first
found shortly thereafter, as the player travels for the first time through the southern cave of Mt. Coronet, although he does not give his name, and it is not implicit that he is involved in the group. After this, Team Galactic stays low on the radar for a while and no longer appears until Veilstone City, where
their base is set up. After the player defeats Maylene, Rowan's assistant will ask for their help in defeating two Team Galactic Grunts (the same as the one in Jubilife City) who have stolen their Pokédex and refuse to give it back. Eventually, after Crasher Wake is defeated, a single Grunt loitering near the
entrance to the Great Swamp will claim to have a bomb, but run away when he is bugged. The player must chase him to the Valor Lakefront, where he will finally fight, and will walk away scared due to his defeat. In Celestic Town, the player defeats a Grunt who is planning on causing damage to the city,
and then faces Cyrus, who reveals that he is the leader of Team Galactic for issuing a threat and leaving. Team Galactic disappears until after the player meets with their rival Rowan and Rowan's assistant at the Canalave Library after Byron is defeated. Here it appears that they were responsible for a
huge explosion at Lake Valor, originally mistaken for a tremor. After Saturn is defeated on Lake Valor and Mars at Lake Verity, Team Galactic will block the road to Lake Acuity from the lake until Candice is defeated, although Jupiter defeats the player's rival before the player arrives. From here, Team
Galactic's final push continues, with a confrontation occurring at Team Galactic HQ in Veilstone City after an initial infiltration, and then a trek to the Spear Pillar at Mt. Coronet to stop Cyrus from calling for Dialga or Palkia to destroy and remake the universe. Here, the rival teams up with the player to
defeat Mars and Jupiter together, while Cyrus and the Legendary Pokémon remain as the final challenge. After the Pokémon is defeated or Cyrus will tell the player that he is not ready and will try again to make the universe for himself, but will never be seen again, with the assets of Team Galactic being
left to Saturn. Pokémon Platinum Multiple Multiple Changing from Diamond and Pearl to Platinum, most importantly the fact that Cyrus appears at the beginning of the game on Lake Verity and again in Eterna City, while Charon is added to the cast of Team Galactic, is introduced at the same time as
Mars. Looker tails Team Galactic throughout the game, but doesn't arrive in time to stop them at any point due to the player's help. From here, their plot usually remains identical, but Cyrus will appear and battle with the player in Celestic Town, while Charon will help with the penultimate phase of the Red
Chain experiment. It is also stated that the plaques on the Eterna City statue of Dialga and Palkia have been removed by vandals, later revealed to be Team Galactic, for research by Cyrus. This allows the full text of the plaques to be discovered in the Team Galactic HQ. Instead of just Dialga or Palkia
being called on the Spear Pillar, Cyrus creates a duplicate of the Red Chain to harness both of their powers, knowing that it would cause instability in the universe. The plot extends along the Spear Pillar, with Giratina drawing Cyrus in the Distortion World to avoid the destruction of space-time, and
Cynthia and the player following to ensure that the hole torn in the fabric of space-time by Giratina is closed so as not to destroy the world. After Giratina is defeated or captured, Cyrus chooses to remain in the Distortion World, leaving team galactic's assets in the hands of Saturn. However, when the
player travels to the Battle Zone after becoming the champion, Charon is revealed to still be plotting, with a plan to ransom money from the citizens of Sinnoh by threatening to cause Stark Mountain to erupt. Mars and Jupiter join him in this venture in the hope of finding Cyrus, but decide to stop when
defeated by the player once again, and Charon goes alone in Stark Mountain's deepest cave. It's here where he's finally arrested by Looker, restoring Sinnoh's safety. In the anime In the main series Saturn, Mars, Cyrus, Jupiter and Charon in the anime Unlike their predecessors Team Rocket, Team
Magma and Team Aqua, Team Galactic did not appear in the earliest segments of Pokémon the Series: Diamond and Pearl. The group eventually appeared in A Secret Sphere of Influence!, with Saturn and several Grunts appearing in a brief cameo at the end of the episode. They had appointed the
Team Rocket trio of Jessie, James and Meowth to steal the Adamant Orb from the Eterna Historical Museum. Team Galactic made a second appearance in Journey to the Unown!, this time in an extended role. Saturn brought two grunts with him to the Solaceon Ruins, using three to obtain a strange
cube inside. After thanking the Team Rocket trio who followed them inside, Saturn escaped with his Bronzor, leaving the ruins in chaos due to the furious Unown. In Enter Galactic!, Ash and his friends organization for the first time. Saturn again lead the mission, exposing the strange cube found in the
ruins of the Veilstone meteorites and transforming it into the Spear Key. Team Galactic also tried to steal the meteorites, but after a brief battle between Saturn's Toxicroak and Brock's Croagunk, as well as many Golbat and Ash's Pikachu and Paul's Electabuzz, the team was forced to withdraw. Team
Galactic HQ in the anime Team Galactic made their biggest push to date in Losing Its Lustrous and Double Team Turnover!, when the other two Commanders, Mars and Jupiter, as well as leader Cyrus made their debut. Cyrus turned out to be a wealthy businessman who was responsible for building
most of the buildings in the Sinnoh region, while Mars, Jupiter and Saturn were performing yet another Team Galactic plot, this time to steal the Adamant Orb and Lustrous Orbs from the Celestic Town Historical Research Center. Ash and Dawn revealed to Cyrus their encounters with Mesprit and Asel
respectively in Lake Verity and Lake Valor, without knowing about his obsession with the lake guardians and sinnoh's other Legendary Pokémon. The Galactic plot was successful, and the two Orbs were stolen, though Cyrus never turned out to be behind it all. It was also revealed that some meteorites
had been sent from Veilstone to Fuego Ironworks as part of the Red Chain Project. In Steeling Peace of Mind! and Saving the World From Ruins!, yet another plot was carried out by the group. Mars led a group of grunts to Iron Island, where a shrine to Dialga and Palkia was located. Using it and the
Spear Key, an electromagnetic jet that disturbed the steel types that inhabit the island was blasted at Mt. Coronet. Ash and his friends, as well as Riley, his Lucario, and Barry, were able to destroy the machine that mars used, although Team Galactic's scan of Mt. Coronet remained at 60%. Charon also
debuted in the last of the two episodes; However, it was only in a cameo, and he had no speaking role. In Frozen on Their Tracks!, they were apparently behind disrupting the alignment of railroad tracks leading to Lake Acuity; this caused a slight delay in the journey Ash and its friends took to the lake, as
well as raising looker suspicions. Team Galactic made another appearance in Gateway to Ruin!, where they went in the caves of Mt. Coronet in search of ruins that would lead them to the Spear Pillar. Saturn and Charon led this enterprise, and Looker was also involved. Charon and Saturn were forced to
leave empty-handed, because the ruins they had found were not the ones that led to the Spear Pillar. Team Galactic that controlled the lake protectors Team Galactic plans eventually came a highlight in unlocking the Red Chain of Events!, where Jupiter and Charon completed the Red Chain that would
be instrumental in taking over Dialga and Palkia. Pokémon Hunter J was wax Hired by Cyrus to catch the more guards, and although she was successful in handing them over to Team Galactic, her ship was destroyed by Future Sight immediately after, making her fate unknown. Now with the power of
lake guards and the Adamant and Lustrous Orbs, Cyrus, Saturn, Mars, and Charon entered the Spear Pillar, with Cyrus finally realizing his dream, taking control of Dialga and Palkia with the Red Chain. With Jupiter remaining behind as a security guard, Ash, Dawn, Brock, Cynthia, and Looker easily
caught up to the group, arresting her and advancing into the Spear Pillar itself. Dialga and Palkia's power opened a portal to another world, which would expand outward and consume the old one. Cyrus then revealed to Saturn and Mars that he had no intention of bringing them to this new world. After
Dialga and Palkia were freed, the portal began to close and a desperate Cyrus jumped into the portal and was never seen again. Just in time, Ash, Dawn and Brock helped the lake's guards calm the two legendary dragons and save Sinnoh, while Mars and Saturn were arrested by Looker and Charon
nowhere to be found. With the Adamant and Lustrous Orbs recovered, three of the commanders arrested, Charon gone, and Cyrus missing, Team Galactic was ready and their plans to destroy Sinnoh were finally brought to an end. In Pokémon Generations, Team Galactic appeared in Pokémon
Generations Team Galactic in The New World. In the episode, Cyrus summoned Dialga and Palkia to Spear Pillar while joined by Jupiter and Mars, as Saturn watched with many Grunts at the Team Galactic HQ. When Cyrus summoned Dialga and Palkia, Giratina suddenly appeared, freed the other two
Legendaries and took Cyrus to the Distortion World. Intrigued by the Distortion World, Cyrus decided to stay there and advised Saturn not to look for him, which saturn said he understood. In The Magma Stone it was revealed that after Cyrus's disappearance, there was only a small faction of Team
Galactic left, led by Charon. This group was hunted down by Looker when they woke Heatran up on Stark Mountain. Although Heatran was eventually stopped with the help of Buck, Charon managed to escape with two Grunts. In the manga In the Pocket Monsters, DP manga Team Galactic first
appeared in PMDP53. In the Pokémon Adventures manga Emerald chapter the team is first highlighted during this chapter, where Archie reveals that a mysterious woman from Team Galactic gave him and Maxie the armor and the sword. Diamond &amp; Pearl chapter During this chapter, Team Galactic
appears many times, appearing as the main villains for the chapter. As in the games, the goal of the team is to leader, Cyrus, to help recreate the universe. They were first seen in Bellicose Bronzor, where Mars Valley invaded Windworks. After some time, the theme was seen as heroining Rad Rickshaw
as because of his two Clefairy, Cliff and Cliffette, and his knowledge of Dialga and Palkia. Later, Saturn sent Paka and Uji to another universe. The team had to awaken and capture the lake guardians to summon Dialga and Palkia so that they could make a bomb and detonate it over one of the lakes of
the Sinnoh region to reach it. When the Red Chains, the instruments for summoning the legends were completed, the team set up at the top of Mt. Coronet, where Cyrus managed to summon Dialga and Palkia. Diamond, Pearl and Platinum stopped them, but the leader of the team was included by
Giratina in Distortion World. Platinum chapter In this chapter, most members of Team Galactic are looking for their leader who disappeared at the end of the previous chapter in Distortion World. One of the commanders, Charon, is trying to gather all the known Sinnoh legendaries so he can come to
power. He is given access to the Distortion World to capture Giratina, Dialga and Palkia. The other three commanders follow him there and are tricked into fighting him. A reformed Cyrus appears in the Distortion World and helps the protagonists defeat Giratina. After Charon is defeated, everyone comes
out of the Distortion World after calming Giratina down. Cyrus announces that he is disbanding Team Galactic and leaving and taking Mars, Jupiter and Saturn with him. Charon was arrested by Looker. The TCG Team Galactic featured several expansions in the Pokémon Trading Card Game. Initially
only featured on a few Supporter cards, Team Galactic were more prominent in the Platinum Series, which introduced Pokémon from team members and supporting cards in the form of various inventions. Maps that mention or belong to specific members can be found on their individual pages. Trivia The
Japanese name of the group is a nod to the Galaxy Gang in Pulseman, a Game Freak title for the Sega Mega Drive released in 1994. All senior members of Team Galactic are named after solar system objects: Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are planets, while Charon is Pluto's largest natural satellite. Cyrus is
derived from an old Persian word for the sun. All Team Galactic members wear outfits that look like space suits. As a result, characters who don't know who they are refer to them as spacemen. According to some members, children are not allowed to join Team Galactic. In Pokémon Black 2 and White 2,
a Team Plasma member claims to be a former member of Team Galactic. Names Language name Origin Japanese ギ団 Ginga-dan From l.a., galaxy English Team Galactic From galactic French Team Galaxie From galaxie, galaxy German Team Galaktik From galactic (galactic) or galactic Italian Team
Galassia Galaxia* From galactic gala, galaxy Equipo Galáctico* From galáctico, Korean 갤럭ー Galaxy-dan From galaxy Chinese Chinese 队 Yínhé Duì from 2015, melkweg Chinese (Cantonese) galaxy Bulgarian Тим Галактик Tim Galaktik Of English name Finnish Galactic-tiimiGalactic-ryhmä * Same
as The English name Polish Zespół G Analog to Zespół R (Team Rocket) Brazilian Equipe Galáctica Galáctica, galactic European Portuguese Equipa Galactic*Team Galáctica* Of his English nameFrom galáctica, galactice Galaă Galactică Galactic, galactic Russian Команда Галактика Komanda
Galaktika Van Галактика Galaktika, Galaxy Vietnamese Nhóm Ginga Transliteration of the Japanese name Related Articles Episodes aimed at Team Galactic Images on the Bulbagarden Archives
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